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Fighting-to-Understand501(c)(3)                          …and a Gateway to Action!              
 

  

2 for quick learning                                                            The 14-Day Challenge 
Day Topic and link Prompt 

1 (7:16) Introduction: Welcome Aboard 
  https://youtu.be/azjfLN81bSA 

If a child asked you what is going on with all the talk of divided 
America, what do you tell them? 

2 (11:10) Don’t freak-out! 
https://youtu.be/jh6jmOzmOLk 

We can freak out by fighting or fleeing, or we can have a plan.  Do WE 
have a plan?  

3 (8:52) Don’t check-out.  
https://youtu.be/q4E2tOU1Pe8 

When we feel powerless, we tend to either check-out, or act-out.  
Want to see what is playing at the theatre? 

4 (10:58) We agree on a lot of stuff.  
https://youtu.be/luTs0BO7T_M  

Consider that We The People 2.0 agree on a lot.  Can we explore our 
differences with wonder? How about: In essentials unity – In non-
essentials liberty – In all things charity? 

5 (14:20) The deepest, darkest secret.  
https://youtu.be/6WDzn6GbvfM 

Our founders designed our government to specifically avoid the 
accumulation of power. What power structures do you see? 

6 (9:09) Re-establishing trust & the 
paradox of going-it-alone. 

   https://youtu.be/--kxzHm_BzI 

How could we start to break the teeter-totter-trap?   
Today, let’s start to build the path of We The People 2.0. 

7 (9:19) The Circle Model: where 
conservatives & liberals meet.  

 https://youtu.be/fY3vX2cCiOo 

How can the Circle Model be improved and made more inviting?   

BONUS:  to understand the sweet spot further, go to the 5:30 
mark in this longer version of the Circle Model.   

8 (7:22) Freedom is never free. 
https://youtu.be/9AhHsg_pufQ 

2% of our population signs up to risk their lives for freedom.   What are 
the other 98% of us doing?  

9 (14:10) Wisdom of good and bad.  
https://youtu.be/mGZ6w7LT5_g 

Am I consciously choosing united-we-stand, or divided-we-fall?   If not 
choosing consciously, then are we unconsciously choosing? 

10 (8:06) They work for us.  Are we good 
bosses?      https://youtu.be/XOHcJJuhJ7M  

We can vote, and we can organize a march in the streets. Is it time to 
put down our torches and pitchforks and pick up new tools?  

11 (13:49) Spiritually rooted in WE. 
https://youtu.be/QVd9ghmQqK0 

Do my spiritual practices help me convert conflict-rocket-fuel into 
relationship-building-blocks?   

12 (15:04) EZ Starter Steps & 5 Grassroot 
Areas.            https://youtu.be/RJXSbVEZ4rE 

AlsoThisLinkToOurCommonPurposeReport 

Can you see the Win-Win?   
{Relationships + something-bigger-than-ourself} connects directly to 
{United-WE-Stand + our pursuit of happiness}    

 

https://fighting-to-understand.us/action-step-choose-your-grassroots/  
 

 

 Action:  find your passion at 1 of the 5 grassroot areas.            

13  (22:59) 4,000 hours condensed to 
the essential, hopeful 23-minutes.  

https://youtu.be/YQh00i87_ck 

WE are not doomed.  
WE understand divided America. 

WE can take actions. 

14 For decades, you have been 
paying attention from your unique 
perspective.  So please chime in. 

A time to recall some hard wisdom:  all that is needed for bad to 
triumph is for good people to do nothing. 

Is this message itching to be forwarded to a friend? 
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